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Welcome to the July edition of the WJVintage newsletter. This
past month my wife and I decided to take a well-earned break and
we spent a lovely week in and around the beautiful Forest of
Dean. Naturally such a trip offers the opportunity to seek out the
local preserved railway and a visit to the Dean Forest Railway did
not disappoint. However, it wasn’t the only railway related
experience of our holiday. Find out more in the ‘Out & About’
feature below.
In fact, this month the ‘Out and About’ feature is the busiest it has
been for some time as I have also been to another outdoor
running day, courtesy of Paul Gumbrell and his Green Valley
Railway. Details of a great day out with Paul and friends are also
to be found below.
In ‘What’s New’ I am able to bring you further updates on all the
current projects and I am pleased to say that they all appear to be
moving forward well now, after a period with little progress due
to the pandemic. We have more Well Wagons arriving in stock,
plus the first of the Rectangular Tar Tank Wagons due in the next
week or so. The first Mineral Wagon bodies have arrived at ETS for
completion/assembly and the WJV Anniversary wagon is now
commencing production. It really is all ‘GO’ here at WJVintage.
Finally, I would just like to send best wishes to all my customers
in Germany, Belgium, Holland, and Luxembourg, where
devastating floods have taken around 180 lives in the past week. I
hope you are all safe and well, and that your properties have not
been damaged. Our thoughts are with you as the clear up begins.
Do please stay safe and …
Keep Enjoying Your Trains
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Out & About

A Week’s Adventures In, and Around the Forest of Dean

The Forest of Dean is an area that has largely passed my wife and I by
over the years, so an opportunity to spend a week in a ‘dog friendly’
cottage seemed too good to pass up for both us and our two pooches!
Before departing I was able to check out the local preserved railway –
‘The Dean Forest Railway’ and by good fortune, its base at Norchard
Station was only a 10-minute drive from the cottage. Sadly, my online
research also revealed that all tickets to ride on one of the trains were
already sold out for the week we were to be visiting. Due to Covid
capacity on all their services was very limited which was a shame but not
the end of the world. As it turned out Norchard Station, although nothing
to look at from the road (just a dusty old car park really), turned out to
be a real gem of a place, with multi-level platforms and a small but
fascinating museum.
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Everyone was really friendly and one volunteer I spoke to, gave me a
great tip on how to clamber from the lower platform up a couple of
concrete bollards to get the lovely track level view of the upper line as
seen in the header photo of this feature above.

The Dean Forest Railway is 4½ miles long and represents a 1950s/60s
country branch line. It incorporates 5 stations along the way from Lydney
Junction to the south, where it connects to the mainline, to Parkend to the
north which is at the southern end of the Forest of Dean. Norchard is in
the middle and trains generally run south first, then return and run all the
way up to Parkend, before returning to Norchard – thus covering around 9
miles in total and giving a typical country branchline experience.
During our visit the steam train on duty was an ex-GWR small Prairie tank
5541 in late crest BR green lined livery. To increase capacity with Covid
restrictions they were also running a diesel service using a lovely DMU
Class 108 Railcar M56492 in BR Green with cat’s whiskers lining.
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Parkend Station at the northernmost end of the line is a really beautiful
example of a country branch line station. It has been really well restored
and is very well kept, with a level crossing, footbridge and signal box, not
to mention the lovely ‘Parkend Deep Navigation Collieries Coal Wagon
that sits on a green opposite the entrance – you really can’t miss it!

Back at Norchard Station and through the booking hall, just past the
shop, you will find another real gem – the Dean Forest Railway Museum.
It is quite small but is absolutely crammed with exhibits, not surprisingly
specializing in Forest of Dean and Severn & Wye joint railway artifacts.
There is even a cabinet full of O gauge trains – not the easiest to
photograph behind glass but see below. There are certainly a few items
there that many of you will recognise.
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If you are visiting the station, it is definitely worth allocating half an hour
to look around the museum. What’s more it is free to enter so why
wouldn’t you? Here are a few more photos of some of the exhibits they
have packed in.

The Severn & Wye Railway Bridge Disaster – Oct 1960

At the southernmost end of the Dean Forest Railway is Lydney Junction.
This is not only the point at which the Dean Forest Railway connects with
the main line, but also where you can pick up a rather lovely footpath that
follows the canal for about a mile down to Lydney Harbour.
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This is a lovely tranquil spot with great views over the Severn Estuary.
Just beyond the lock gates where the yacht club boats get access to the
estuary, we came across a commemorative stone and plaque relating to
an incident I had been completely unaware of - The Severn & Wye
Railway Bridge Disaster of Oct 1960.

Built in the 1870s, the railway bridge spanned the Severn between
Lydney and Sharpness and was primarily used to transport coal from the
Forest of Dean to the docks at Sharpness, although passenger services
also used the bridge. On 25 October 1960, in thick fog and a strong tide,
two barges (named the Arkendale H and Wastdale H) which had
overshot Sharpness Dock, collided with one of the columns of the bridge
after being carried upstream. Two spans of the bridge collapsed and as
they fell, parts of the structures hit the barges causing their fuel oil and
petroleum loads to ignite. Sadly 5 members of the crews were killed as a
result.
Despite the huge cost to rebuild, British Railways initially decided to
proceed with repairs to the bridge. However, before work could
commence a tanker capsized and caused further damage to one of the
piers. This same pier was then further damaged when a contractor’s crane
broke adrift and struck it and at this point it was decided that it would be
uneconomic the continue the repair work. Demolition commenced in
1967.
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Amazingly, the wrecks of the two barges can still be seen in the estuary
at low tide.

Just Time for a Nice Cream Tea
Before we leave my holidays, there is just time to tell you about a trip to
Tintern and another chance railway related finding. Tintern is on the
Welsh side of the River Wye and has the remains of an absolutely
beautiful and historic Abbey. It is also the start point for some fantastic
(and pretty tough) walks up the slopes of the Wye Valley. We tackled a
great trek up to Offa’s Dyke and then along to ‘The Devil’s Pulpit’. Legend
has it that the devil preached from here to the Monks below in the Abbey,
trying to tempt them away from their lives of devotion. Aside of the
legend the site of the pulpit has magnificent views over Tintern Abbey and
the Wye Valley. Following our walk, we were in need of refreshment and
so we headed about ¾ of a mile north of Tintern to the Tea Rooms at the
old station site. What a find! Not only did we have a lovely cream tea, but
the station building has been fully preserved as the tearoom, along with a
section of platform, the signal box and a couple of coaches which have
become an information point and shop.
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It really is a lovely, relaxed spot, just a stone’s throw from the River Wye
and if you are in the area, I would thoroughly recommend it.
As you may have gathered by now, I rather enjoyed my week away in
this beautiful part of the UK. My wife enjoyed it too, but I think the dogs
were glad to get home for a rest!
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A Lovely Day at the Green Valley Railway, Raynes Park,
Saturday 19th June 2021

Regular readers will be aware that Paul Gumbrell has spent the past year
or two completely re-building his outdoor layout known as ‘The Green
valley Garden Railway -The Edroy Line’
Whilst there is still quite a bit of work to be done, the layout is now at a
point where trains can be safely run as the completion work goes on
around, and Paul has started to run some events for friends and
enthusiasts. These are now planned to be on a regular basis following a
successful series of test events, one of which I was very happy to be
invited to. Not only that but Paul kindly provided a table for me to display
some of my wares on – for the first time in 16 months!
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Obviously at this time Covid restrictions were still in place so this was just
as much a test of socially distanced train running, as it was to test the
reliability of the new garden layout. A very pleasant crowd of 16 came
along, plus the wonderful tea ladies who kept us refreshed all day long!

I think first and foremost this was actually a fabulous opportunity to
socialise after such a long period in lockdown and the garden chairs were
certainly a hub of activity throughout the day.
Of course there were also trains to run! I took the opportunity to show off
the new C1 Atlantic which was well received and throughout the day there
was a relaxed mix of old and new as the photos below hopefully show.
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It wasn’t just trains either. Part of the Green Valley layout features a
harbour basin complete with girder bridge and real water
Tim Walker brought along an absolutely beautiful pre-war Marklin (or was
it Bing?) clockwork cruise ship which looked fantastic manoeuvring
around the harbour on full winds.

Huge thanks to Paul for arranging this fantastic meet. It really was so nice
to feel a bit of normality returning to our hobby. Thankfully, the weather
stayed fine for us all day, although I understand that paul has now added
a huge all-weather gazebo over the main section of the layout as
protection from both rain and sun. So future meets will be far less
weather dependent that they have been.
It was great to be in the company of such nice people and I really do look
forward to the next one I can get down to.
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Customer Corner
Progress Report from Leafy Leicestershire
This month we begin in ‘Leafy Leicestershire’ where Jonathan Ward has
been working on his portable display layout that was first featured in this
newsletter in its early stages just over a year ago.

Jonathan set certain criteria for the layout as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

It had to be as self-contained as possible, in order to make it quick
to put up and take down.
He had to be able to transport it on his own, should the need arise.
It had to be able to run stock from many makers and different eras.
It to be able to run both 2- and 3-rail stock, and
It had to be wired in such a way as to make set up and take down
as quick and painless as possible.

Now we go over to Jonathan for his progress update:
‘After another couple of days working on my layout, I decided to a have a
little running session.
Work included mounting the brick work at the end of the platforms,
painting and attaching the steps, canopies and station building itself. The
goods shed come warehouse is progressing nicely, and the high-level
roadway around the back of the shed has been fitted. All in all, its
beginning to look much more like a layout now.
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Above is the first trial fit of the station building. There’s still work to do,
but the impression of a small subterranean terminus is getting there.

The shed foreman couldn’t believe his luck when GT3 turned up. A hastily
arranged photo opportunity of some BR (M) 4-6-0 power came about as
both The Glasgow Highlander and Black Watch just happened to be
passing.
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Another little project I’ve been working one is producing a short rake of
BR grain hoppers. Based loosely on the wagons produced by Douglass
Models, the bodies are 3D printed from CAD I drew up and mounted on
some Progress Products wagon chassis. These were acquired a few years
ago for a project that never came to fruition, so I thought it was about
time I did something with them!

Above, the Station in BR Western Region mode. In some ways, I wish I
had at least painted the baseboard before attaching the track. But once it
was down, it definitely wasn’t going to be coming back off without a fight!
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So, at some point I guess I will have to bite the bullet and actually ballast
the lot of it!

A scene much influenced by WJ Vintage. The new Weltrol has been put
straight into service and is obviously awaiting its first load. Meanwhile a
DAN Toys BR Guy lorry carefully positions itself ready for trans-shipment.
A grain wagon patiently awaits its next duty, whilst an AEC Regent III in
Leicester City Corporation colours plies its trade on the road above. I’ve
now repaired and repainted two of these Tri-ang Minic buses. Perhaps if
your editor would like, I can provide a small article on what work went
into them.’ (Jonathan – that’s a definite ‘yes’ from me when you get a
chance, please!)
Thank you, Jonathan for another great update and I think we will all look
forward to seeing the next stage as your project nears the stage when it
can be displayed at events.

Southern Region Big, Big News!
Whilst at Paul Gumbrell’s running day (see above), I was drawn to a
particular item running as it looked really well presented. It turned out to
be a 4 CIG BR Southern Region EMU and was owned and, as it turns out,
created by Bob Dunnell.
The story behind it is really interesting, particularly in light of the recent
newsletter features from Brian Edinboro where he has had Lima coach
conversions/makeovers produced by his friend Barry in Moray.
In this instance Bob has done all the work himself and has impressively
converted Big Big Train BR Mk2 Coaches beyond all recognition into the
superb EMU shown below. Bob says they should be Mk1s but they still
look superb in my view. Apparently it took around 3 hours per coach just
to file the window apertures to accept new glazing!
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It represents 4 CIG 7330, one of a batch manufactured at York Carriage
Works between Oct 1964 and Jan 1966. The first 4 CIG units entered
service with the Southern Region on 29th March 1965 and worked on the
Brighton main line, with the very last of these ‘Brighton Units being
withdrawn as late as 2005.
They consisted of two driving units which sandwiched a non-driving motor
coach and an intermediate trailer.
Prototypically Bob’s unit is driven from the second coach which
incorporates a power bogie at the rear.

Above -Bob Dunnell surveying his work from Signal Box No.1 on the Green Valley Railway

I have to take my hat off to Bob. This is an absolutely stunning
conversion of what was originally a toy, into what is now a fine-looking
and smooth-running model befitting of any traditional 3-rail layout. Well
done Bob!
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What’s New?

Well Wagons

The latest Well Wagon to arrive is a real gem! It’s a War Department
version as shown in the rather hurriedly taken header photo of this
newsletter and above. I say ‘hurriedly’ as I posed these photos just as the
first spots of rain were falling during this hot spell, and rumbles of
thunder could be heard in the distance!!! Thankfully, it held off long
enough to finish the photos. LNER, GWR, BR and WD versions have now
been delivered and are selling very well indeed – with GWR now almost
gone, as are the SR and LMS which haven’t even arrived yet!
Customer reaction has also been fantastic with one even claiming of his
GWR Crocodile H: ‘one of your best yet’. High praise indeed, and I am
most humbled by it - but delighted at the same time of course!
So please, if you fancy one (or more) of these, do let me know as quickly
as possible to avoid disappointment.
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By the way, the military loads are a Humber Armoured Car and a British
Army Universal Bren Gun Carrier in 1:43 scale diecast by Atlas Editions. I
picked them up quite reasonably on ebay.
The Well Wagons do in fact lend themselves to all sorts of loads and
above is one that is particularly fitting for the current hot spell. It was
sent in by Paul Gumbrell and I have to say I was very envious
LNER (2 running numbers available)

GWR Crocodile H (2 running numbers available)

BR Weltrol MV (2 running numbers available)

LMS (1 running number only)

SR (2 running numbers available)

WD (1 running number only)
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The Well Wagons are priced at £99.00 each plus P&P and please note
they are supplied without loads.
However, as well as the creative drinks loads and military hardware
shown above, Graham Lock has developed a range of loads specifically
designed to go with the well wagon.
These include:
Boilers in the liveries of Bassett-Lowke (see below), J.T. Lowke and
Marklin. These are priced at £24.00 each plus P&P

Cable Drums in the liveries of Callender, Enfield, Liverpool, BICC,
Bassett-Lowke, JT Lowke and Longmoor Military Railway. These will be
priced at £15.00 each (inc chock) plus P&P (Note the triangular frame
shown in the photo below is not included)

Twin Cable Drums
This is a new addition from Graham and
has been designed specifically to fit the
Well Wagon. Choice of liveries is as for
the large cables above
It comes complete with metal frames
and wooden cradle as shown and will be
priced at £25.00 each plus P&P.
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Large Packing Cases

•
•
•
•
•

Meccano Binns Road/Swift Levick Sheffield
Swan Hunter/MOD Royal Navy Devonport
Metropolitan-Cammell/Pullman Car Co.
Eastleigh Engineering/Vulcan Ironworks
MOD Royal Navy Chatham/Harland & Wolff

Packing Cases will be £14.00 each (inc block to locate in Well Wagon)
plus P&P

The Ivatt GNR/LNERC1 Class 4-4-2 Atlantic Update

Launched just two months ago, I am pleased to say the response
to-date to the new C1 Atlantic has been fantastic and I can report
that I am close to 60% sold out of my total allocation of 75 locos.
Furthermore, I can also report that the GNR and British Railways versions
are now close-to sold out with just 5 of each left unallocated!
Thank you all so much for your support and pre-orders. I really do
appreciate it!
Delivery is scheduled for 4th quarter of the year, and we are currently
planning 4 liveries – GNR (now with 2 running numbers), LNER x 2 (1 x
saturated and 1 x superheated) and British Railways (superheated). Note
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none of the black British Railways locomotives were ever lined and none
carried the BR crest (early or late).
The photos above and below show the prototype as an early 'saturated'
loco in LNER green. We will be producing both 'saturated' and the later
'superheated' variants. More details will emerge over the coming months
so keep an eye on the WJVintage newsletter for all the latest updates.

We have decided to add a second running number option (1450) to the
GNR variant as this has been the most popular livery to-date by far. Preorders are welcome (and advised) if you would like to secure yours now!
The price will be £695.00 each plus P&P.
The proposed liveries are shown below:
GNR 251 – As Preserved at Doncaster

GNR1450 – One of the last saturated locos

5 LEFT
LNER 4433 - A saturated locomotive

LNER 3283 – A superheated locomotive

British Railways 62822 – The last C1 to be withdrawn and another superheated loco.
On Sunday 26th November 1950 it hauled the aptly named ‘Ivatt Atlantic Special’ from
Kings Cross to Doncaster – its final run.
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The specification for the new Ivatt C1 4-4-0 Atlantics will be as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precision engineered, (7mm to the foot) O gauge models
Hand built tinplate construction
Beautifully tampo-printed liveries
Fitted with standard (BL/Ace) style drop link couplings on tender
For 2- or 3-rail use (including raised centre 3rd)
Includes ON/OFF isolating switch
12 – 14 Volts DC
Super smooth drive mechanism with clutch
Minimum radius 27” (686mm)

Please get in touch if you have any other queries
regarding this superb new C1 Atlantic!
Atlantic Makes Waves - Running Video!
In case you missed this last month, during my recent trip to Steve
Smith’s running day on the East Coast, I was able to get some video
footage of the very first outing for the Atlantic prototype. Click the
following link to my Youtube channel and you will see just a short clip
(less than 2 mins) of her running around Steve’s layout.
WJV New Release June 2021-GNR/LNER Ivatt Class C14-4-2 Atlantic YouTube
I have to say she performed superbly right out of the box and really
lookes a picture with a lovely rake of Ace teak Gresley coaches!
I hope you enjoy the clip!

Brand New Rectangular (Tar) Tank Wagon
These brand-new Rectangular Tank Wagons have been brilliantly
received. Many thanks to everyone who has been in touch to pre-order.
With the first two liveries due in a week or two (see production photos
below), we have already sold out of two liveries and are close to sold out
on the rest! Please don’t delay if you wish to order one of these wagons –
once they are gone, they are gone.
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The initial range features six liveries, all produced in very limited
quantities, with a couple now sold out and others running short. They are:
Shell/BP – 6 left
Yorks & Lincs Tar Distillation Co. – Sold Out
ICI - 1 left
GWR – 4 left
Smith & Forrest – 6 left
WD – Sold Out
The images below show
artwork for Shell/BP, production photos of Smith & Forrest and Yorks &
Lincs Tar, plus photos of the other 3 to give an indication of how the
wagons will look. Note, final modelss will be subject to changes. More in
future newsletters as the project develops.

Price for the wagons is confirmed at £48.00 each plus P&P.
Please get in touch to reserve yours now before they are all gone!

WJVintage 10th Anniversary Commemorative PO 7-Plank
Wagon
As I am sure you are all now aware, I will have been in business for 10
years this coming October. I would have liked to have had a big party but
unfortunately, the pandemic made this too risky so instead I am
producing this limited edition 7-plank PO wagon in WJVintage livery.
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Here is a visual showing the actual, approved artwork projected onto a
wagon. Production of these is underway but is a slow, one-man process
and I am not sure exactly when they will arrive, but hopefully still by late
summer, and well in time for my October anniversary.
I have to say, huge thanks to everyone that has ordered to-date – your
support is really very much appreciated.
In fact, as I have now sold 60 pieces of this wagon, I am going to declare
it SOLD OUT! ETS have promised to try to produce a few more but I
would hate to have to disappoint anyone if they were unable to deliver.
Any further enquiries will therefore be put onto a waiting list and if they
can send me some extras then I will release them to those on the list.
Just as a reminder, price will be £39.99 each plus P&P.

Mineral Wagons Update

The latest news is that the first batch of bodies has now been received by
ETS so work should be able to commence on completing the Mineral
Wagons very soon. I do thank you all for your patience in waiting for
these. Sadly, some projects do hit hiccups along the way, and this has
been one of them. However, I am confident the wait will prove to have
been worthwhile.
I will update again next month.
The photos below show early mock-ups of the BR Grey and Bauxite
versions.

Prices for these mineral wagons will be £39.95 each for a single wagon
and £150.00 for a set of 4 wagons, both plus P&P.
Coal loads will also be available, but pricing is still to be confirmed –
should be around £5.00 each plus P&P.

See us at Shows – well it won’t be long! Or will it?

I am pleased to report that the re-start of some major shows is scheduled to
begin from August. Barry Potter Fairs have announced that their events will
begin then, and from my perspective the big news is that there will be a
Sandown event on Saturday September 18th. Of course, this will be very
much subject to the Covid situation but as I write, the number of infections is
currently growing at an alarming rate in the UK, so we all need to keep an
ear to the ground as things might well change. I do hope not – it has been
such a long time.
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More news as things progress, over the coming weeks and months.
However, for the time being, and subject to confirmation, below are
our forthcoming shows:
Saturday September 18th – Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs)
Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road,
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm
Saturday November 6th – TCS Autumn Show Trinity Methodist Church
Hall, Narborough Road, Leicester, LE3 2RD – 10:00am to 4:00pm
Saturday November 13th – Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs)
Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road,
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm

Don’t forget to like our WJVintage Facebook Page
With over 500 Facebook ‘likes’, the WJVintage page is almost as popular as
this newsletter! That said, many subscribers on Facebook are associates,
friends and family with a passing interest in what I get up to – so not my
key target audience.
However, it keeps growing and all the latest news
is often seen on Facebook before it appears in the newsletter as updates
can be done instantly rather than monthly. If you are a member of
Facebook why not look us up and give us a ‘like’?

Plus, we also now have a ‘Youtube’ Channel!
I have to confess, after a good start, the channel has been quiet for a while
but I am pleased to say that a new video of the Atlantic running has now
been posted.
I am hoping that this will be the first of many and that the videos will be
able to recommence on a more regular basis over the coming weeks as
Covid restrictions ease. I am working with my son to produce and post
another video update over the coming weeks - I’ll keep you posted.

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy

Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place your
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
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submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.

Stay Safe Everyone!

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

